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Abstract

This paper presents a model for evaluating manufacturing output flexibility in
the process industries. Using an interview survey, perceptions of flexibility
were explored in eight plants in four different process industries. The result
gave a consistent picture of the most important dimensions of flexibility for the
plants investigated. Operational and strategic flexibility seem to be prioritised
whilst tactical flexibility was assigned less importance. Other salient
dimensions were set-up times, organisational inertia of staff and new product
development. A model for evaluating operational, tactical and strategic
flexibility in process plants developed from the interviews is finally presented.

The importance of flexibility in process industries

Process industries such as mining, steel, pulp and food processing are often considered to
have inherently inflexible processes. Volume flexibility in these industries is limited
compared to non-process industries, with the result that demands for increased flexibility
threaten to reduce performance, increase cost and lower productivity.

Process industries normally lie at the root of the supply chain and are therefore susceptible to
the effects of business trends in their downstream customers. One important trend in recent
years has been what Piore and Sabel (1984) call “flexible specialisation”(ibid. p. 258).
Development towards flexible specialisation allows manufactures to offer more varieties and
smaller batches to the same or lower cost than earlier. This in turn places new demands for
flexibility on the supplying upstream process industries. Examples of these demands include
more customised varieties and shorter delivery times which increase variety in the product
mix. The resulting increase in the number of set-ups challenges process efficiency and creates
a tension between market needs and process characteristics. Plants that will be successful in
the future must address the issue of flexibility within the scope that their processes allow.

Present and future issues

The assumption that increasing demands for flexibility will propagate to upstream suppliers
calls for a response from the process industries in order that they maintain their
competitiveness. In order to develop a realistic response, a three step approach can be used.
Firstly the current status of manufacturing flexibility in the plant must be evaluated. The
second step is to assess how well present manufacturing flexibility fits market expectations
and demands and, finally, the activities that must be taken in order to develop plant flexibility
must be identified and implemented. This cycle of evaluation, assessment and development of
plant flexibility is a long and complex one and therefore this paper will only focus on one of
the phases; how the current status of manufacturing flexibility might be evaluated in a process
plant.



Objective and scope

The objective of the work presented in this paper is to suggest a model for evaluating
manufacturing output flexibility in process industry plants. To achieve this objective, the
work has been divided into three stages. Firstly, to explore the existing output manufacturing
flexibility measurements reported in the literature which are applicable to the process
industries. Secondly, to carry out an interview survey to validate that the metrics proposed in
the literature are consistent with process industry’s perception of manufacturing output
flexibility. Finally, to use the results of the literature and interview surveys to develop a
model suitable for evaluating manufacturing flexibility. The companies selected for this study
were chosen from mining, steel, pulp and food processing sectors.

In line with the structure of the underlying work, this paper is divided into several sections.
The first section deals with the different views of how to define flexibility in manufacturing
systems. The second investigates industry’s perception of manufacturing flexibility and the
third part covers evaluation of manufacturing flexibility.

What is flexibility?

Flexibility will here be discussed in a manufacturing context. A plant in a process industry
can be assumed to have a manufacturing system with raw materials as input, a throughput
flow where sequential internal operations transform the raw materials into finished products
which are the output from the system. This is shown in Figure 1.

Such a system is designed to convert
given inputs into given outputs. However,
most systems offer some degree of
flexibility i.e. “… can change or be
changed to be suitable for new needs… ”
(Longman 1987).

Figure 1: Manufacturing process system

Another definition of flexibility is “ the ability to effectively respond to changing
circumstances” (Mandelbaum and Brill 1989). Whilst flexibility, or lack of it, can be seen as
an inherent property of a manufacturing system, it is not always clear what the effective
response or changing circumstances referred to by Mandelbaum and Brill are.

Changing circumstances can be seen as stimuli to the manufacturing system which responds
by maintaining or changing its outputs. The origin of these stimuli can be either external or
internal. Buzacott (1982) and Nilsson and Nordahl (1995) support this view, using “request”
as stimulus and “reply” as response (ibid.). A response can thus be considered as the activity
of adapting manufacturing output to changing external or internal circumstances. The
resources needed to implement this response can be measured in units of time or cost.
Roll, Karni et al. (1992) defined flexibility as: “Manufacturing flexibility is the ability of a
manufacturing system to respond, at a reasonable cost and at an appropriate speed, to
planned and unanticipated changes in external and internal environments” and this definition
will be used in this paper.

Internal operations

Manufacturing system

Input Output



A framework for flexibility evaluation

A response may have different characteristics depending on the time horizon considered.
Some changes demand immediate response whilst others have a less obvious direct effect but
can still be significant for a manufacturing system’s performance in the long run.
Carlsson (1989) defines three different horizons for flexibility problems. Operational or short-
term, which is at the level of the day to day activities which “…  guide the daily operations”,
tactical or medium-term which relates to flexibility “…  over the course of a business cycle”
and strategic or long-term flexibility which is “…  how the firm position itself with respect to a
menu of choices for the future” (ibid.) These three time horizons clearly form part of the
structure of any framework for manufacturing output flexibility evaluation. Time horizon is
also an important part in the framework for flexibility evaluation presented by Upton (1994)
which is shown in Figure 2.

According to Upton, flexibility can
be described in different
dimensions to which time horizon
(operational, tactical and strategic)
adds an additional component. At
the lowest level, each dimension /
time period can be evaluated from
the point of view of the elements,
range, uniformity and mobility.

Figure 2. A framework for flexibility evaluation from Upton (1994)

Here range is defined as the area of operations that the system encompasses. Uniformity is the
system’s sensitivity against optimisation; if the system is uniform optimum performance is
independent of range. Mobility is the ability to make changes within the range e.g. set-up time
between two different products. This framework gives some idea of how flexibility can be
evaluated but the problem remains of finding dimensions that are suitable for the present
purpose of evaluating flexibility in process industries.

Dimensions of manufacturing output flexibility in the literature

A search of the literature was made using the Emerald database with the keywords “flexibility
measures”, “performance” and “process industry” The number of paper published on the
subject of flexibility was found to be high, but the majority of published work appears to be
related to flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) in the discrete part manufacturing industry.
Little work has been targeted at the process industries, although some publications in this area
have been made by (Upton 1994; Upton 1995; Upton 1997).

Based upon the papers found by the search, different views of the dimensions of
manufacturing flexibility were collated. Many papers shared similar views as far as the
definition and concept of flexibility were concerned, but the dimensions that they used were
referred to by different terms. The most commonly used terminology for the dimensions of
manufacturing flexibility is presented in Table 1. Another set of flexibility concepts and
measures, this time focusing on FMS's, was made by Gupta and Goyal (Gupta and Goyal
1989)

Flexibility

Dimension

Dimension

Time period

Mobility

Uniformity

Range

Operational

Tactical

Stategic



Table 1: Dimensions of manufacturing output flexibility over different time horizons
Operational Tactical Strategic

• Mix flexibility, (Gerwin
1987), (Carlsson 1989),
(Das 1993), (Upton 1997)

• Demand flexibility, (Cheng,
Simmons et al. 1997)

• Delivery, (Nilsson and
Nordahl 1995), (Chenhall
1996), (Cheng, Simmons
et al. 1997)

• Rerouting, (Gerwin 1987),
(Das 1993), (Wainwright
and Bateman 1998)

• Sequencing, (Gerwin 1987)
,(Wainwright and
Bateman 1998)

• Operational mobility,
(Upton 1995)

• Material, (Gerwin 1987)
• Set-up, (Carlsson 1989)

• Volume, (Gerwin 1987),
(Chenhall 1996),
(Wainwright and Bateman
1998)

• Variety, (Carlsson 1989),
(Nilsson and Nordahl
1995)

• Rates, (Carlsson 1989)
• Process, (Jordan and

Graves 1995)
• Time-to-market, (Chenhall

1996)
• Linkage to customers,

(Chenhall 1996)
• Modification, (Gerwin

1987),(Wainwright and
Bateman 1998)

• Process flow, (Carlsson
1989), (Das 1993)

• Program, (Wainwright and
Bateman 1998)

• Alternative use, (Carlsson
1989)

• New introduction timeliness,
(Chenhall 1996)

• Changeover, (Gerwin
1987)

• New products, (Carlsson
1989), (Wainwright and
Bateman 1998)

• Technology changeover,
(Chenhall 1996)

• Innovation, (Cheng,
Simmons et al. 1997)

• Organisation structure,
(Carlsson 1989)

Perception of flexibility dimension in process industry

In order to equate the flexibility dimensions found in the literature to the perceptions and
perceived importance of different aspects of manufacturing output flexibility, an interview
survey was performed at managerial level in process industries. Four industry segments were
investigated; mining, steel, pulp and food processing. The result of the interviews was to
provide the basis for comparison with the results from the literature survey. The interviews
also allowed industry’s priorities as far as these dimensions were concerned to be
documented.

To act as a framework for the interviews, the change in circumstances (stimuli) and response
(dimension) were combined and a measure, referred to as ‘ability,’ defined for each
stimuli/response pair. These are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Circumstances, dimensions and abilities
No Circumstance

(Stimulus)
Dimension
(Response)

Abilities
(in different time horizons)

Operational, from day to day
1 Market fluctuation Mix/Demand Change among the product varieties
2 Changed delivery time Reschedule Larger span for re-scheduling and priorities
3 Internal disturbances, Re-routing Available alternative process routes
4 Product mix variation Sequencing Avoid constrain in sequencing
5 Product volume Volume Less sensitivity for volume variation in batch size



variation
6 Raw material variation Material Less sensitivity in process optimisation
7 Mix, volume variation Set-up Shorter set-up time

Tactical, within a business cycle
8 Market fluctuation Volume Larger span for output volume
9 Customer preferences

changes
Modification,
New Products.

Easier to introduce new products or product modifications

10 Technology
development

Process Easier to introduce new processes or process modifications

Strategic, between business cycles
11 Market demands New products. New product development
12 Technology Technology change New process development
13 Technology, Market,

Society
Organisation structure Understanding and willingness to change in the organisation

The interviews to document the perceived importance of different flexibility dimensions in
plants centred upon the abilities listed in Table 2. A scale from 0 to 5 was used to measure the
relative importance assigned to each ability by the respondent. The answers were coded using
a scale between 0, if the question was not applicable, to 5 if it was a highly prioritised area.
The researcher made the coding.

Sampling and methodological choice

A total of eight plants, all situated in Sweden, formed the basis of the study. These were
chosen as pairs from the four industry sectors mentioned earlier. For each plant, production
managers or members of the management team were interviewed by telephone.

The research method, i.e. telephone interviews at manager’s level, was chosen as it allowed
an open structure to the interview suitable for the explorative purpose of this initial survey.

Analysis of result
The raw results from the interviews are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Raw data matrix
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Question No: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Mining 1 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 4 2 5 5 5 4
Mining 2 1 4 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 2 4 4 4
Steel 1 5 5 4 5 5 2 5 2 5 5 5 5 5
Steel 2 2 5 4 4 2 2 4 5 3 5 4 2 4
Pulp 1 4 5 1 2 4 2 4 2 3 3 4 2 5
Pulp 2 4 3 5 5 5 3 5 2 2 4 5 5 4
Food 1 3 1 1 2 2 5 5 2 4 3 4 2 3
Food 2 4 4 4 3 4 2 5 5 4 4 3 4 5
Average 3.00 3.50 3.50 3.38 3.25 3.25 4.75 3.38 3.50 3.88 4.25 3.63 4.25
Rank 13 10 6 8 12 7 1 11 9 5 3 4 2
Horizon O O O O O O O T T T S S S



Three different analyses were made using the raw data to investigate whether the dimensions
proposed in the literature, from which the above questions were developed, were consistent
with industry’s perception of manufacturing output flexibility.

Firstly, the scores of the responses to the questions were studied. If the scores for individual
questions were valid i.e. indicating important dimensions for the managers interviewed, a
high average score would be expected. High grand average and median scores would indicate
that the questions were valid as a group of dimensions. Secondly, the scores of the questions
were expected to indicate some prioritising of the dimensions of flexibility. The different
dimensions were therefore ranked in two ways; a high ranking series and a low ranking series.
Finally, the results were analysed to see whether there were any differences in response
between industry segments.

The validity of flexibility measures

The frequency of the actual score responses to the
questions are shown in Figure 3. The grand average
of all scores was 3.65 and the median was 4.
A tentative conclusion of this analysis is that the
flexibility dimensions mentioned in the literature are
relevant to the respondents. This goes some way
towards validating the appropriateness of these
dimensions as means of evaluating manufacturing
output flexibility.

Figure 3: Frequency of scores

Ranking of measures

The average scores for each question were listed and ranked. The highest average scores were
given for the dimensions “Shorter set-up time” (Q7), “understanding and willingness to
changes in the organisation” (Q13) and “new product development” (Q11). The lowest scores
were given for “Change among product varieties” (Q1), “less sensitivity to volume variation
in batch size” (Q5), “larger span of output volume” (Q8) and “larger span for rescheduling
and priorities” (Q2). The three high score dimensions indicate a view of plant flexibility based
upon technology, staff attitude and competence and the ability to offer customers new
varieties of products.

It was surprising to find that the need to change varieties in manufacturing operations (Q1)
was among the four low scoring dimensions and thus not considered a problem from a
manufacturing point of view. The reason for this, and supported by the opinion among the
majority of respondents, is that manufacturing must follow and adapt to the market, i.e. “the
customer is always right.” The low score indicating relative unimportance of batch size
variation (Q5) can explained by remarks made by several respondents that their interest was
in keeping variation in raw material down rather than keeping constant manufacturing
volumes. This is consistent with the goal of achieving an optimised process which is clearly
one of the important day to day aims of most plant managers. The focus of interest of
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developing flexibility seems thus to be strategic and to some extent operational with the
tactical horizon being of little interest to the respondents.

Another conclusion drawn from the interviews is that operational priorities regarding
flexibility seem to be related to internal resources. This is not unexpected as most companies
consider market and customers hard to influence in the short-term and therefore focus on
internal resources, which are much easier to control. On the other hand, it is important to
maintain awareness of external sources of change since, in the long run, competing effectively
and developing good relations with customers are vital for survival. It is also worth noting the
interest for long term organisational and staff development. Employees are clearly considered
to have a vital role in a company’s development towards increased flexibility.

The result of the interview survey indicated no significant differences between industries.
However, within each pair of plants, i.e. plants from the same industry sector, the responders
seemed to either choose an external customer view or an internal plant view of flexibility.
For this reason, it is difficult to make direct comparison within a particular segment; although
the survey is valid if taken as covering plants in the process industry in general.

Towards a model for flexibility measurements in process industry

To establish a flexibility model for manufacturing systems output, Upton’s framework along
with other views of flexibility dimensions from other contributors was initially used. This
composite list of dimensions was then evaluated using an interview survey in different
process plants.  This survey confirmed the overall validity of Upton’s structure. Namely:

Firstly, evaluation of flexibility time horizon must be considered. Operational, tactical and
strategic horizons are well established and appropriate; although the study revealed that the
tactical horizon had a low priority from the practitioner’s point of view. Secondly, for each of
these time horizons, different elements of flexibility must be added; these elements assess
flexibility in the space dimension. Elements of range, uniformity and mobility are considered
according to the framework presented earlier.

The interviews supported the broad selection of dimensions from the literature, but also
highlighted three very important dimensions; set-up (rank 1), organisational inertia (rank 2)
and new product and process development (rank 3 and 4). These were considered critical to
achieving flexibility and it is these factors that any model of flexibility should focus upon.

The present interview and literature survey indicates that further research into flexibility
measurement should use a model with fewer dimensions; focusing on either operational or
strategic time horizons. The suggested model of flexibility dimensions is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Model for flexibility dimensions
Operational Strategic

Range New products and processes
Mobility Set-up time Organisational inertia

In operational horizon is machine set-up time suggested as a flexibility dimension and in
strategic time horizon is the inertia against introducing new products, processes but also
organisational changes, important dimensions.



Naturally, to make this model into one which can be used to measure flexibility, tangible
variables must be assigned to each flexibility dimension. The value assigned to these variables
can then be developed into a flexibility index for each flexibility type i.e. operational or
strategic process flexibility, and thus form the basis for flexibility index for the plant. This is
outside the scope of the present work, but represents a suitable point of departure for further
research on manufacturing flexibility in the process industries.
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